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Some Rules To Follow When
You Decide To Break The Rules
Opinions on steroid use tend to fall into
two distinct categories. You have those
who are vehemently opposed to them,
swearing that they're the scourge of sports
-- then you have the advocates, the
hardcore bodybuilders who will do
everything and anything to build muscle
and steroids are at the top of the list. It's
either one way or the other. No yin. No
yang.
Neutrality within controversial topics is
rare. More rare is the willingness to see
both sides of the picture. If you're dead set
against the use of pharmaceutical
enhancement for either moral, ethical,
medical or legal reasons, you'll have plenty of arguments to support your conviction. Steroids, used
irresponsibly, can cause a host of complications. However, many such "anti-roid" assessments stem
from a lack of credible information and far too many people draw conclusions and cast aspersions on
those who wish to partake based solely on prejudice and ignorance. These are the people who always
know a guy who knew a guy, who had a friend who knew a guy whose brother worked with somebody
who had a neighbor who knew a guy who took steroids and his head exploded.
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If there was a "rule book" of sorts on safe steroid use, it may look something like the following. It's a
check list of protocols that will insure you keep the risk to benefit ratio leaning in your favor.
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Rule No.1: No one under the age of 24 should use steroids.
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Even if you're over 24, steroids should never be used as a shortcut. In doing so, you'll be cutting
yourself off from ever reaching your full potential. You don't know what you're capable of until at least 5
years of training naturally. After that, if you honestly believe you've reached your genetic peak and
cannot make any further progress, then and only then, should you consider taking steroids.
Rule No. 3: A full medical check up, including blood work is essential.
Moderate steroid use, if it were legal, is usually safe for a healthy adult. Still, there's no telling how
someone will react to any foreign substance. Check with a doctor to make sure you aren't taking any
unnecessary risks. Most bodybuilders forgo this process because finding a physician who is open
minded in the usage of anabolics may be hard to come by. Steroids can place a strain on the vital
organs and if you have any underlying problems, they may be exasperated. A second blood test
following the cycle would also be a good idea to see how well you reacted to the drugs.
Rule No. 4: All cycles should be no longer than 3 weeks in length.
This goes against conventional thinking but it makes perfect sense. The greatest gains come when
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Rule No. 2: You shouldn't commence steroid use until natural pathways have been exhausted.
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The only sane approach to steroid use, for those of you who've already decided to take the plunge, is
to use them in a judicious fashion following certain stipulations. Once again, parameters become
blurred by the individual's ability to rationalize. A tweak here and an alteration there won't make much
of a difference, will it? Maybe. Maybe not. But only by staying within the boundaries can you be sure
(or as close to it as possible) to avoid contraindications.

Until the age of 24, your body is overflowing with testosterone and growth hormone. If you can't make
progress without drugs when you're still young, you need to re-evaluate a few things -- mainly your
training and your supplementation. There's no reason why you shouldn't be able to progress on a
consistent basis without drugs. And if you can't, chances are you won't do much better with drugs.
Steroids will also close the growth plates of long bones so if you haven't reached full height, steroids
may prevent further skeletal development, not to mention, they'll be shutting down your hormonal
system at a time when it's reaching maturity. Don't mess with your reproductive system at this point.
You're going to need it.
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The truth is, the potential side effects of steroid use are mostly dose and duration related.
Unfortunately, it's that very fact that prompts some bodybuilders to consider drug use an almost
benign endeavor. No one thinks they take too much. Everyone believes they have things under
control. Problems only happen to the "other guy."
Simply put, steroids are drugs, and there is no such thing as a completely safe drug. They certainly
don't deserve to be on par with narcotics (although they're classified as a schedule II drug) yet, they
can easily be abused. Attempting to set a guideline for responsible use of steroids isn't unlike setting
boundaries for responsible alcohol use -- it's too ambiguous and open to interpretation. No one ever
wakes up and says; "I'm going to be an alcoholic!" But it happens to millions of people each year. The
same can be said for steroid use. Thousands upon thousands of men and women have sworn; "I want
to do just ONE cycle!" Nice try. But once you've dipped into that bag of tricks, it's difficult to resist its
allure and subsequent cycles are almost sure to follow. The better the gains, the greater the
temptation to push the envelope further. And once you get used to feeling like Superman, it's tough to
go back to being Mr. Normal. That's when you've got a problem, whether you're willing to admit it or
not.
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the receptors are fresh. Why not make the most of this precious "window of opportunity?" Then get
out and get clean. Naturally, gains won't be massive due to the abbreviated cycle length, but
remember, smaller gains are much easier to maintain. It doesn't matter if you put on 30 pounds if you
lose 20 of them. (In fact, if you put on that much, chances are you'll lose the last 10 as well because
you'll be in such a catabolic state once you come off and "crash.") But a gain of 6-7 pounds in three
weeks -- that, the body can handle. Also, the shorter the cycle, the quicker the endocrine system can
normalize.
Rule No. 5: Dosages should be kept to an absolute minimum.
There are certain self-proclaimed steroid gurus who are advocating megadoses of steroids going with
the assumption that; "If you're going to suppress your natural testosterone anyway, you might as well
take as much as possible." That line of thinking may sound logical, but all you have to do is take a look
at some of the champions from the 60's and early 70's to prove it wrong. Men like Larry Scott, Don
Howorth, Sergio Oliva, Harold Poole, Dave Draper, Frank Zane and many, many more made
outstanding gains using just a couple of Dianabol a day! And they accomplished it without the hideous
side effects such as impotence, bloated bellies, and swollen nipples which are so prevalent among
today's professional bodybuilders. That's because they knew how to train and how to eat. They didn't
just let the drugs do everything. There's a valuable lesson to be learned there.
Rule No.6: Avoid substances that pose the biggest risk.
This may appear to be a "no-brainer," but you'd be surprised how often this rule is broken. The
reasoning is usually due to the fact that only certain drugs may be available. That doesn't make it
okay! Anadrol, Halotestin, Parabolin, and most testosterones are but a few that can cause irreparable
damage. Although a milligram of steroid is a milligram of steroid in terms of the way it affects muscle
cell, certain drugs have a lower risk to benefit ratio. But even steroids that are considered mild can
have negative side effects. Deca-Durabolin has long been a popular choice among bodybuilders,
mostly because it's a powerful anabolic with few androgenic side effect, yet new evidence suggests
that Deca will still suppress the HPTA (hypothalamic-pituitary-testicular-axis ) as much, if not more,
than straight testosterone. It also produces progesterogenic effects making it a culprit in the
development of "bitch tits." (Gynecomastia) Winstrol and Anavar are potent oral steroids with a
favorable profile which makes them superior to more harsh orals like Dianabol. (Although Dianabol is
known to have the biggest bang for the buck). But as is the case with all orals, they can raise LDL
(bad) cholesterol and lower HDL (good cholesterol) levels. Since the pill dosage of both Winstrol and
Anavar is so low, up to 30 tablets a day are required, placing a strain on your liver as well as your
bank account.
The one steroid considered by many as the "most safe" would be Primobolan Depot. It's as close to a
perfect steroid as possible in that it retains nitrogen extremely well (allowing for more muscle growth
via the ingestion of protein) with virtually no endogenous suppression of testosterone. (If cycles are
kept short). The drawback of Primobolan is that it won't produce "spectacular" gains. It's also
expensive. This encourages many bodybuilders to eschew Primo and go with something like
Testosterone Cypionate which is cheap and will cause dramatic size spurts in a relatively short time.
Unfortunately, as with most testosterone esters, the gains are lost shortly after cessation of use. The
muscle from Primobolan tends to be more solid, and should be maintained once the cycle is
terminated. (Note* This may be due to the very fact that it's so weak.)
There's also an oral version of Primobolan (Acetate) which is not liver toxic, the reason being it isn't 17alpha-alkylated. The alkylated process is what prevents the liver from breaking it down, thus placing it
under additional stress. The down side of a non-17-alpha-alkylated oral steroid is, the drug remains in
your system for only a few hours necessitating several doses throughout the day. Primobolan tablets
once came in 50mgs, which meant four a day were all that were required for an effective dose. Most
Primo tabs manufactured today come in only 5 mgs! This makes it ideal for women but completely
impractical for men. Forty pills a day at a dollar per pill is simply out of most bodybuilders' budgets.
Rule No. 7: Once gains cannot be made with 1000mgs a week, it's time to stop -- for good.
Each time you do a cycle, the body will develop more of a tolerance until it requires higher and higher
dosages to induce gains. If you get to the point where a total of 1000mgs a week isn't producing
noticeable gains, it's time to call it quits. That means, let it go entirely. Accept the fact that you've
obtained far more muscle than you could have naturally and cut yourself off. If you try to continue
beyond this point with ever increasing dosages, you may never make it back to a normal lifestyle. You
may be bound for a life of dependency.
Steroid use is a personal decision, one that should not be condemned or condoned. Anyone who
makes a conscious choice to use drugs must understand the risks and accept responsibility for the
repercussions. Although such an individual isn't a threat to society and shouldn't be treated as such,
the lawmakers see it differently and that's a stark reality that must be taken under consideration. Since
anabolic use is illegal in North America, the danger of dealing with a black market becomes a
significant factor. Counterfeits, bootlegs and veterinarian products are often passed as genuine
pharmaceutical grade merchandise. Some products contain no active ingredients at all. Some may
actually be contaminated. Anyway you slice it, you're taking a chance. You can't be too careful.
There may not be such a thing as "totally safe" steroid use, but if you keep within these guidelines,
you stand a much better chance of avoiding a catastrophe from which there may be no return. Play it
smart. Play it safe. Grow in peace. Try MuscoMax Supplement first - it's natural and can replace using
steroids.
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Rory 3 June 2009 at 19:17
Amazing article. Clear, helpful, and unbias. Thanks!!!!

Anonymous 27 June 2010 at 11:48
What an article!
Rory seems to have summed it up "Clear, helpful, and unbias"

Anonymous 5 April 2011 at 14:15
But is it even possible to gain muscles for a normal person? Ive worked out before and did also see a nutritionist,
didnt gain any muscles without gaining alot of fat. Ivé thought about steroids, but the only reason for that is
because i didnt progress.
It would be nice to read about what is possible for a normal person with and without steroids. Maybe if you have
some pictures.

Anonymous 16 June 2011 at 03:08
Good stuff but think you should have mentioned PCT. Can you add a bit of information about it now?

Anonymous 25 October 2011 at 23:59
Awesome article, very good information, time to hit the weight room now...lol

Anonymous 30 October 2011 at 08:06
hey, thanks for the article. It really helped, but could you suggest maybe someting as powerful as steroids, but
safer?
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